Migrants Identity Japan Brazil Daniela Carvalho
from ethnic religion to generative selves: pentecostalism ... - to brazil in the early twentieth century
(maeyama, 1972), nikkeis carried brazilian religions to japan with them, including latin american
pentecostalism (quero & shoji, 2014). although the legal system deﬁnes such migrants as ‘japanese’ (at least
partially), they are often marginalized in japanese society for their ambiguous foreignness and japanese
souls and brazilian hearts: an exploration of the ... - identity literatures. brazil is host to the largest
population of nikkei (foreign-born persons of japanese ancestry) outside of japan, with an estimated population
of 1,500,000 (miyasaka et al., 2002). in japan, the more than 280,000 japanese brazilians who reside there
currently promised land(s)?: ethnicity, cultural identity, and ... - promised land(s)?: ethnicity, cultural
identity, and transnational migration among japanese brazilian workers in japan hugo cordova quero
iberoamericana, vol. xxxi, no.1 (primer semestre, 2009) being “japanese” in latin america: language and
identity ... - a unique identity (tsuda 2000). the projected total population of japanese brazilians in 2006 is
1,941,810 although not all of them reside in brazil (kikumura-yano 2002, p.146). starting in 1980s, many
japanese brazilians have migrated to japan, as a result of severe recession in brazil and acute labor shortage in
japan. encounter between vforlds: faith and gender among japanese ... - encounter between "vforlds:
faith and gender among japanese brazilian migrants in japan hugo cordova quero ±mtvt¥ h 26 ^(2008^) the
journal of sophia asian studies no.26 (2008) between brazil and japan - tohoku university official ... between brazil and japan 143 Ⅱ. historical and geographical context of the japanese-brazilian migration
migrants and what they reveal of brazilian and japanese collective imaginaries (part 2). our study of
representations will be completed by the examination of migrants’ official and institutional representation in
political institutions layered migrant identities: the case of filipino nikkeijin ... - layered migrant
identities: the case of filipino nikkeijin workers in japan ron bridget vilog phd student graduate school of
international development nagoya university japan abstract this paper examines the impact of transnational
migration to the ethnic consciousness of philippine nikkeijins. japan and brazil: immigrant literature and
transnational ... - hardships faced by migrants making the transoceanic voyage, and the latter as an account
of tōson’s trip to brazil en route to the international pen congress in buenos aires in 1936, this paper will
primarily attend to the ways in which both the texts and their reception in japan in the 1930s reflected book
abstract strangers in the ethnic homeland: japanese ... - migrants in japan occurs within the context of
an emerging transnational community. i examine the nature of transnational migrant communities by
analyzing the economic, personal, and institutional networks that have developed between japanese brazilians
in japan and brazil in the technologically constituted space of media and communication ... migration and
alienation: japanese-brazilian return ... - background in brazil, they still earn five to ten times their
brazilian salaries in japan as factory workers. an open japanese immigration policy toward the "ethnic
japanese" and well-established transnational labor recruitment networks between japan and brazil have also
contributed to the migrant flow (see tsuda 1999a). explorations of difference in a homogeneous field ...
- explorations of difference in a homogeneous field: intermarriage and mixedness amongst brazilian migrants
in japan paul green university of melbourne, pgreen@unimelb abstract studies of brazilian migrants living in
japan tend to focus on the importance of individual japanese-brazilian return migration: pushes, pulls,
and ... - brazilians or brazilian nikkeijin—migrants of japanese descendants born in brazil—i argue that japan’s
immigration policy is a key determinant in their migration to japan and, subsequently, that this policy plays an
integral role in shaping the japanese-brazilians’ environment in the host society. repatriation but not
“return”: a japanese brazilian ... - unstudied repatriation of migrants from their country of ethnic origin
(japan) to their country of citizenship (primarily brazil). i consider issues of adjustment and identity upon
“return” through a case study of “diogo pacheco moriyama,” a mestiço japanese brazilian who has lived and
worked in brazil, japan, and the united states.
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